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A device that is easily attachable to existing traffic lights. Device will use cameras to detect 
traffic at intersection down to the detail of each lane. We are considering using thermal imaging 
cameras but they seem to cost too much to use for the purposes of this project. If there is a necessity to 
use a turn signal the device will conduct traffic accordingly. It will detect which lanes are most saturated 
with vehicles and take priority in the conduction of traffic. If there is a lane that has not received a green
light in over three minutes and has some vehicles queued, device will conduct those vehicles to go. At 
some intersections, such as exits, a turning lane may begin backing up since the turn signal does not last 
long enough. This device can keep the turn signal on long enough to reduce congestion before allowing 
both sides of traffic to continue. If the device loses visibility, such as in a snow or rainstorm, it will enter 
a default mode in which it uses a timer based, turn based system as implemented in current traffic 
lights. This device will function using cameras with computer vision to view the intersection, an Arduino 
to act as the computer, and a hard shell and robust enclosure.  This allows for further development of 
the software to include internet connectivity. When this device uses internet it takes an IoT role. 


